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SMALL CELL
SOLUTIONS
Small Cell Poles to Blend Technology
with Everyday Surroundings

OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRY
Given the growth and demands on cellular networks and population density, there
has never been more demand on connectivity. With these demands this increased
the need for wireless densification. This is being addressed with small cell, a small
cell network consists of a series of small low-powered antennas—sometimes
called nodes—that provide coverage and capacity in a similar way to a macro
tower. Small cells are connected by fiber cable, and attached to small cell poles,
or existing infrastructure such as utility poles or streetlights. This makes them more
discreet, while also bringing them closer to smartphones and other devices. Similar

From Concept...

to a tower, small cell nodes communicate wirelessly over radio waves, and then
send the signals to the internet or phone system. One added benefit of small cell is
because they’re connected with fiber they are able to handle massive amounts of

...to Completion.

data at fast speeds.
Small cell towers can be deployed in a variety of capacity and power ranges –
and this brochure provides a summary of popular small cell options.

THE ALLFASTENERS ADVANTAGE
Allfasteners prides itself in offering aesthetically pleasing concealment and small cell
solutions that blend into the surroundings, while upholding high performance.
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SMALL CELL POLES
Allfasteners’ small cell poles can be engineered to complement any surrounding and
for any requirement including 4G, 5G or both combined. Whether designed to replicate
lighting, traffic or wireless communication structures – small cell poles can fit any
surrounding architectural need.
•

AWS D1.1 certified and inspected welding

•

Multiple design options

•

25-40’ standard heights

•

Hot dip galvanized

•

Exterior powder coating to withstand weatherability

•

Multiple diameters such as 10-12”

•

Light arms and architectural components available

•

Various foundation options

•

Engineering information available

•

Designed to customers specifications & requirements

4G Pole Example with
Optional Luminaire and
Banner Arms

RING PLATE DETAIL

BULKHEAD DETAIL
AF TOWER
SMALL CELL

UPPER FLANGE DETAIL

TOWER ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS
326 TRYON ROAD
RALEIGH, NC 27603
OFFICE: (919) 661-6351
www.tepgroup.net

LOWER FLANGE DETAIL
WELD DETAIL
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HIGH PERFORMANCE.

LESS VISIBILITY.

Cover vast city blocks with the needed technology
without being noticed. Creative designs blend into
city, campus and other various surroundings.
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4G DESIGN
POLE WITH LUMINAIRE ARM
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4G/5G DESIGN
POLE WITH LUMINAIRE ARM
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CUSTOMIZATION THAT BLENDS
POLE DESIGN & STANDARD BASE OPTIONS

4G/5G
Concealment Canister

4G/5G
Concealment Canister

Bulk Head

Bulk Head

Bulk Head

Upper Flange

Upper Flange

Upper Flange

Decorative
Transition Shroud

Decorative
Transition Shroud

Decorative
Transition Shroud

Handhole

Handhole

Handhole

Handhole

Handhole

Decorative Shroud
Lower Flange

Access Door

FLANGE BASE DESIGN

INTEGRATED BASE DESIGN

Handhole

DIRECT EMBEDMENT BASE DESIGN

4G/5G
Concealment Canister

6ft Depth with
Embedment Plate

Base Plate
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Flange Bolts
Decorative Shroud
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DUAL PURPOSE ENHANCEMENTS

OPTIONAL BANNER AND LUMINAIRE ARMS

DECORATIVE OPTIONS

Allfasteners can work with any specifications for lighting
requirements and aesthetic needs. Inquire on available
options with an AF representative for more details.
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AF offers a large range of colors that
fuse into any surrounding, including:
Federal Green
Federal Black
Federal Brown
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DECORATIVE BASES

ADD CHARACTER.

Decorative bases are an optional addition, adding style to
your AF pole. Allfasteners’ fabrication capabilities solve the
challenges of matching existing designs while upholding the
aesthetics of the surrounding area, while also adding a bit of
character. Contact an AF representative to discuss design
and available options.
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CONCEALMENT CANISTER

Installed - Dallas, Texas 2020
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ROOFTOP CONCEALMENT PANELS

RAPTOR RADOME

OTHER CONCEALMENT OPTIONS
Allfasteners offers custom design solutions to provide you with endless variations to fit
your surroundings. From rooftop concealment to disguising antennas to look like trees –
Allfasteners’ concealment capabilities are designed to fit any need.
Our 90,000+ sq ft facility has the products and tools necessary to design any custom
concealment requirement. Just call to find out.

THE RAPTOR RADOME
Our innovative team prides themselves on developing leading edge designs including our newest
concealment concept: The Raptor Radome. An easy access paneling system allows for easy
maintenance while protecting carrier hardware and technology.

MONOPINES
Monopine branches are a great and easy way to blend antennas into a more natural landscape.
These branches have been wind tunnel tested with sustained winds of 115 mph while the 5’ branch
was tested to 150 mph of sustained wind. Inquire for more information including branch sizes.
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MONOPINES
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CONCEALMENT WINDOWS

Installed - Delaware 2020
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WHAT IS...

AFTOWER?

AFTower is a subdivision of Allfasteners, specifying in the telecommunications industry, providing standard modification products and custom
fabrication for everything from the bottom of the tower to the top, except for the antenna. In 2019, AFTower branched out into Concealment and Small
Cell, offering aesthetically pleasing solutions that blend into the surroundings, while upholding high performance. Allfasteners’ locations are country
wide with a large array of services, products and opportunities. Above is our AFTower Fabrication Shop located at our Ohio location.

OHIO (HEADQUARTERS)

TEXAS

959 Lake Rd.
Medina, OH 44256
888.859.6060
salescle@allfasteners.com

1483 Prudential Dr.
Dallas, TX 75235
888.859.6060
salescle@allfasteners.com

NEW JERSEY

MINNESOTA

480 Meadow Lane
Carlstadt, NJ 07072
800.577.3171
salesny@allfasteners.com

21405 Hamburg Ave.
Lakeville, MN 55044
855.330.2210
salesmsp@allfasteners.com

CALIFORNIA

NEBRASKA

13238 Florence Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
310.410.5007
salesla@allfasteners.com

PO Box 229
Gothenburg, NE 69138
855.330.2210
salesne@allfasteners.com
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